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the cosmos considers the cosmos



  

I find a sense
of self, on the
groundless
ground of the
void, as
conscious
dust



  

ET and me
“I believe stories are very important to all performances. The life
story of the performer shapes their work.” - Marina Abramović

I was born and grew up in England. 
I went to the US, to visit my Dad, just once in 1982.
I ran away from home to Italy when I was 15.
When I was seventeen I inexplicably survived drowning at sea.

Was I saved by sea creatures, God, aliens?
Or, more frightening; did I somehow save myself?

Starting at this time and for the following decade I painted obsessively every day
amassing thousands of works.

Many of these paintings were of the spiritual beings that had saved my life.
I moved to live with family in the US when I was 18, hoping to go to college.
I was an illegal alien for the following decade. 

The dictionary defines an alien as someone who is estranged or excluded. 
My interest in extraterrestrials came from living my 20's in state of not belonging.

I did not go to college. I assisted an abstract expressionist artist, I sold my
paintings in cafe's and made picture frames for other artists, but mostly I painted.

I started a painting project, for which I make 12 paintings on new years eve, so
that I have a painting for every month of the year. I have continued this project for more
than 20 years now.
As a personal experiment with challenging my potential and my definition of myself as a
starving artist, I taught myself to program computers. A week after obtaining a work permit
I got a job at Oracle, and after that I worked at Cisco Systems for several years following
the tech crash.
I developed severe OCD and depression. Everything in my life had to relate to the
numbers 8 and 2.
I had my first solo gallery exhibition/performance, in which started 82 paintings while
sleeping though the opening. I lived in the gallery, painting for 28 days. I finished 81
paintings.
I moved to Brooklyn in 2006.
In 2008, inspired by musical hallucinations, I started a music project called Eight Two.

Under that moniker, I have made two albums of original songs. 
On my first record I wrote a song called Eight Two, that holds a repetitive beat,

painted with musical textures, running for just over 8 minutes - the time it takes light to
travel from the Sun to Earth, at 186,282 miles per second (the speed of light).

On my last record “Exhibition” which was nominated for best pop album 2015 and
won Independent Music Award for best love song, I have a song about an alien who saves
the world, and another that uses the dialogue from the lovable alien in the 1982 film E.T.
translated into Spanish. 

In 2009, in Brooklyn, I became a US citizen.
The numerology of Eight Two is about feeling alien, and maybe about loving myself as
someone who does not belong. Even now, as an American citizen that feeling clings to
me.
Last year I moved to Santa Fe, New Mexico, where the landscape and sky invite
comparisons to alien worlds. 
I feel at home.



  

Are we all aliens?

“We are recent guests to this
planet. If the earth were

created one year ago, then the
human species would be ten

minutes old, and the industrial
era started two seconds ago.”

– Nick Bostrom

Panspermia
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alien seeds

Seeds of life may have been
deliberately spread by an
advanced extraterrestrial
civilization.

Directed Panspermia

Should we seed new planetary
systems with microorganisms
expand life in space?

Steven Hawking said “there is
a possibility, known as
panspermia, that life could
spread from planet to planet,
or from stellar system to stellar
system, carried on meteors.” 



  

What is the texture of time?



  

1993...

...2016



  



  

loving the alien
I paint the way that the virtual becomes the actual,
it is a non-zero-sum game. My game is to react to
what I have already done, even though it looks
like nothing. It is what Japanese philosopher
Nishitani called “enduring the inevitable as a way
of returning to the self itself”.

I want to work the way the world, space and
everything works. From potential, a reaction,
giving rise to simple elements to clouds of dust
and gas, that gain mass, fusing and transforming,
stars turning on from particles whose unbearable
proximity, forces them to react. In a process that
changes one simple thing into something new,
more complex. The marks I am making are
actions of transforming the alien into myself. To
make mine what I don't recognize myself in, and
attentively respond to that unknown.

When I work, I roll with the inevitable and react the
way I think the atoms that made me reacted to
become themselves, from something that was
alien to them, I take in each welcome or
unwelcome mark and make it mine, and that's a
very satisfying game.

“There is more wisdom in your body than in your
deepest philosophy.” – Friedrich Nietzsche

Cosmic Energy, ink, 2004



  



  

Ink on Synthetic Paper, 20” x 26“, 2006



  

Clouds are both familiar and alien. 

Clouds are God...



  

Clouds created us

Clouds came first  – there
were pristine clouds of
primordial gas in the first few
minutes after the Big Bang

Clouds give birth to stars
and extrasolar planets

Water clouds are present
wherever we search for life

everything was once a cloud
everything will be a cloud again



  

 The only thing we
have in common with

every other alien in the
universe, is the

enjoyment of clouds

Pen on paper, 2013,
82 dreamscapes book

I imagine a planet where 
every living thing 
is self aware ...
there, everyone  
is playing games 
with clouds



  

The Yggdrasil tree I cling to is rooted in the same nothing as I
am

“The substance of trees
comes out of the air.”

Richard Feynman

“The substance of a tree is
carbon. People look at a tree
and think it comes out of the
ground. But if you ask where
the substance comes from,
you find out, trees come out
of the air. 
The carbon dioxide in the air
goes into the tree and it
changes, using the sunlight
to push the oxygen away
from the carbon, leaving the
carbon with the water. The
water comes out of the
ground, but the water came
into the ground from the air,
down from the sky. So a tree
is made out of the air.” 



  

There
is no

ground



  

Is space my
true home,
if my head

is a
spaceship?

Ink on Synthetic Paper, 
20” x 26”
2006



  

The self
is so

dense
– Is it a
black
hole?
time
and

space
can

hardly fit
in it

Ink on Synthetic
Paper, 
20” x 26”
2006

Whatever is alive
absorbs light

Only dark can 
hold the light

The soul
is a dark
place



  

When I
am

myself
itself, I
am no
one,

sucked
into the
barrel of
the big
bang's

gun



  

Starting in my teens, after surviving a close
brush with death, I pushed my potential as a
painter, painting every day for a decade and
for some of those years completing one
painting every day. 

The answer to “what am I capable of?” can
take me to a void from which I can't return
the same person. As a runner, in numerous
races I pushed myself to what seemed like
beyond my max, I ran while passing a
kidney stone, I ran to the point where I was
willing to die to know what I could do. It was
overwhelmingly painful. 

Touching the tender limits of my potential, in
whatever I do takes me to a place where my
illusions crumble. Like looking out into
space, it is one of the only places I go that
equalizes me with everything.

“When you look into
an abyss, the abyss
also looks into you.”

– Nietzsche



  

Beyond what
eyes can see
or words can

say, I will
blindly ride
technology 

Being an undocumented
alien is more than being
alive as if you were dead, it
is the unseen life of a ghost
horse, who is ridden as if
he were visible.



  

conscious

Pen drawing on paper, 9” x 7” 
From “82 Dreamscapes”, 2012

When robots become the
higher intelligence, will
they take me with them? 

 

I love my patient
  little device...

Can technology help me
transcend spiritual
limitations?

Will a self aware device be
an intermediary to God?



  

When my
device

leads me
outside
Plato's

Cave, to
see life
for what

it is?

Pen on paper, 2013, 82 dreamscapes book

My intelligent AI 
taking me through 
the filter of conditioning

Beyond Pareidolia



  

Uploaded to the
Singularity I leave

Earth on an
asteroid

Pen on paper
2013
82 dreamscapes book



  

Alien Technology

Validation's gravity, is my spin on the
existentialist concept of “bad faith” used by
Jean-Paul Sartre and Simone de Beauvoir

I noticed that I was orbiting
in the weightless falling of
validation; as I orbit bits of
me break off and burn up,
and my mass is gradually
stripped away

I want my art to be spiritual
anti gravity technology that
will free me to float where I
choose and not be stuck
falling terminally into
validation's gravity



  
"Where is everybody?"



  

The Fermi paradox
asks how it is that
aliens are not
everywhere.

The Earth should already
have been visited by ETs
though Fermi saw no
convincing signs of alien
intelligence anywhere in
the observable universe.



  

Art in space

Mono print of colored dry pigments, 1995 

Is there universal poetry
in star formation? 

Does art that disembodies itself from values

outside itself become spiritual, ephemeral art? 

 
What does that art look like?



  
how did you come from stardust?

alien
sees
a
horse 



  

The
game
of dust

Pen on paper
8” x 5”
Dust, trees and space
2013

How can we
get out of the
situation
we’re in? If
we can’t, we
should at
least observe
the world as it
is, look at the
stars,
celebrate our
own
intelligence.


